How To Build
PYZIQUE Stone Posts

**PYZIQUE & ANTIQUE PYZIQUE** can be used to build “post” that have a bold and exquisite appearance. The diagram at the bottom of this column shows the two layers necessary to build a post. Single-face lip-type stones do not allow a “post” to be built. The **PYZIQUE** posts shown below are an example of a “post” installation. The “post” may be built as solid columns by eliminating the layers that have the rail openings. Bump out post, as shown on the right, can also be easily built with **PYZIQUE & ANTIQUE PYZIQUE**.
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Glue All Stones Together

1/2 Stone

Turn This Pattern 90°
For Next Layer.
Alternate Each Layer.

1/2 Stone

For 2” x 4” Slot
For 4” x 4” Slot

Layer With Rail Slots

Use Paver Chopper To Split Stones